
 

VIRTUAL EXHIBITIONS

We do not know when the galleries 
will be fully operational again, it 
could be some time yet.
So we have been looking at virtual 
exhibitions and a website called 
artsteps: www.artsteps.com.

This gives us the opportunity to construct a gallery and fill the walls with your 
work for people to ‘walk’ round, much like Google Street View. You can add text 
and caption details as well as sale prices. The website doesn’t handle sales but a 
link to Beach Creative would facilitate sales through us, with a 10% commission.

This could work in one of two ways: 
Either you go to artsteps, learn the process, (there are six very good short tutorials 
on YouTube), then put your own show together and if we approve it, we host it on 
the Beach Creative website.

Or: you propose an exhibition to us and, again, if we approve it we can assemble it 
from the images and information that you supply.

To register an interest please email:  beachcreativeinfo@gmail.com

IMPORTANT NOTES ON IMAGES
Photographs need to be of high quality with sufficient and even lighting, and taken 
with the camera in direct line with the centre of the picture. And then cropped 
right to the edge of the canvas/frame, to get rid of any background.

This is really important and is the make or break element in the process.

Currently there is a demonstration exhibition for you to look at and get the feel of 
the system. Click and drag to turn, click on an area of floor to advance and click on 
an individual artwork to get a good view and details.

To see it working, go to this link:  
www.artsteps.com/view/5ec5519ee353ce0b393b09bc

A still from  the current demo exhibition



VIRTUAL EXHIBITIONS

We do not know when the galleries will be fully operational again, it 
could be some time yet.
So we have been looking at virtual exhibitions and a website called 
artsteps: www.artsteps.com.

Artist interested in following this up, please 
go to our website where you can find more 
details:
www.beachcreative.org

You could either put together your own virtual show in 
artsteps and we can host it on the website
or 
with imges and text provided by you we can do it for you
to see a the demo exhibition illustrated, go to:
www.artsteps.com/view/5ec5519ee353ce0b393b09bc


